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AA (Astronomical Almanac) 5.4
http://vetusware.com/download/AA%20_Astronomical%20Almanac_%205.4/?id=12432
Precise astronomical ephemeris calculator (input to aa.exe is by single line responses to
programmed prompts). Edit "AA.INI" for local circunstancies.

Coeli 3.86
http://vetusware.com/download/Coeli%203.86/?id=12441
Astronomy - "An Electric Planisphere" (antecessor of 32-bit's Stella 2000). Used to be popular
among stargazers (evaluation only)

Dungeon Master 2 The Legend Of Skullkeep
http://vetusware.com/download/Dungeon%20Master%202%20The%20Legend%20Of%20Skullke
ep/?id=12433
Classic dungeon crawler for DOS, sequel to Dungeon Master.

El-Fish SVGA
http://vetusware.com/download/El-Fish%20SVGA/?id=12436
Breed unique fish and create fish tanks in this semi-sim game.  Maxis later acquired this and sold
it.

GALSAT 5.3
http://vetusware.com/download/GALSAT%205.3/?id=12434
Excellent astronomy program that will predict and display the positions of the Jupiter's four largest
moons, the Galilean Satellites. Designed for VGA or SVGA monitors.

Gemfire
http://vetusware.com/download/Gemfire/?id=12442
Gemfire (aka Royal Blood) is a fantasy strategy with rough European and Celtic inspirations.  One
or many players can play, with multiple scenarios to choose from.  Each player will align with a
faction, each owning a particular gem to command.

GIFDESK 4.5
http://vetusware.com/download/GIFDESK%204.5/?id=12430
"GIFDESK is a utility to view many of your GIFs at one time on a VGA system."

H2C 5.0
http://vetusware.com/download/H2C%205.0/?id=12437
"Artificial Intelligence" stand-alone chat program. User configurable. Must load one of the .DAT
files (e.g. "h2c parry.dat"). Beware: content can be daring :-)

Moon Manager
http://vetusware.com/download/Moon%20Manager/?id=12438
AStronomy. Graphics display of the face of the Moon, identify craters, list features, etc.
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PC DOS Shell 7
http://vetusware.com/download/PC%20DOS%20Shell%207/?id=12440
Dosshell (PC DOS Version 7, 1993), includes PC DOS Editor 3.13V (1994).

PC-MENU 1.04
http://vetusware.com/download/PC-MENU%201.04/?id=12439
Easy customizable menu/shell/program launcher. (freeware)

QuickDir 1.31
http://vetusware.com/download/QuickDir%201.31/?id=12431
Indeed a nice and useful Dos/Archive Shell. Shareware version :-(

The_Sky 3.00
http://vetusware.com/download/The_Sky%203.00/?id=12443
"Graphics Astronomy Program", from the company later renamed "Software Bisque". This is a old
version, very limited compared with later editions of  this title. After install, one must use ENTER
(local circumstancies configuration), SPACEBAR to plot the sky, "A" - arrow (cursor/pointer, no
mouse support), "I" -Info on object under pointer, "C" - constellations lines, etc. Just a curiosity to
my fellow stargazers/amateur astronomers.

VDE Editor 1.93d
http://vetusware.com/download/VDE%20Editor%201.93d/?id=12435
Small, fast, powerful text editor with many unusual word processing features: multiple files, auto
format, macros, etc.

VPIC 6.0
http://vetusware.com/download/VPIC%206.0/?id=12429
File viewer/converter for EGA, VGA and SuperVGA display adapters. (fully functional evaluation)
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